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Prepaid Electricity Vending in Emerging Markets

Prepaid Electricity continues to dominate the electrification agenda across  

Africa. With the advent of prepaid electricity billing where digital meters are  

used to help consumers manage their own electricity by buying electricity  

tokens either from shops or through mobile payment solutions such as  

Mobile Money, EcoCash, M-PESA, Airtel Money, MTN Money, etc., the  

inefficiencies of running out of power tokens/credits (just like phone airtime  

credit) has become a reality to many households in several emerging  

economies.
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However: Current Scenario

▪ A good proportion of users stay for hours without electricity due to lack of  

sufficient funds to purchase electricity tokens
▪ High incidences of lack of power during some emergency/unplanned situations, e.g. at  

night

▪ High opportunity loss to generate revenue by the Electricity Supply Company (ESC)

▪ Generation of wasted electricity due to the lack of liquidity by end users, and the  

inability to store electricity once supplied to the main grid therefore creates a sunk cost  

for the Electricity Supply Company.

USD

Time
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However: With ECS
USD

Time

▪ Electricity distribution uninterrupted; Power, Anytime, Anywhere
▪ More electricity is consumed by Users without immediate funds, thanks to ECS Loan  

service

▪ High flexibility and convenience across the day and the calendar month

▪ Opportunity loss minimized further, since users can borrow electricity to pay later

▪ Maximizing the ratio of the used/produced electricity by the Electricity Supply  

Company.
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ECS: Service Overview & Value Proposition

Service Overview

Electricity on Credit Service (ECS) is a mobile-first emergency electricity (token)  

service that offers prepaid electricity customers with easy-to-access and  

affordable prepaid electricity (token) loans repayable upon their next electricity  

(token) purchase.

Value Proposition

▪ Electricity on Credit Service (ECS) provides emergency prepaid electricity to  

prepaid electricity meter households on a 24/7/365 basis.
✓ ECS will enable DisCos to sell prepaid electricity on credit at Anytime, Anywhere.

✓ The advanced prepaid electricity amount will be recovered automatically upon the next  

prepaid electricity purchase for the same prepaid meter.

✓ TCS will absorb all the risk associated with the ECS Service via an upfront stock  

purchase.
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ECS: User Interfaces

EDMS / ECS

▪ Smartphone Mobile App (Android, iOS)

▪ Unstructured Supplementary Service Data (USSD)

▪ Short Message Service (SMS)

▪ Online Web access

▪ Near Field Communication (NFC) and Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)

▪ Interactive Voice Response (IVR)
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ECS: Solution Benefits (Electricity Company)
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INCREASED  

USAGE

ADDITIONAL  

REVENUE

REDUCE  

UNPERFORMING  

METERS

ALTERNATIVE  

ELECTRICITY  

DISTRIBUTION  

CHANNEL

ECS  

ENHANCEMENTS

DYNAMIC CREDIT  

SCORING

Use of Machine Learning techniques to predict performing vs. non-performing users/meters to  

avoid and minimize bad debt.

Use of enhancements such as ECS Notification Service, ECS Optimization Advice and ECS  

Electricity Monitoring may drive additional and incremental revenues

ECS allows customers to access/use electricity even when they have insufficient funds, thereby  

reinforcing their loyalty and reducing out-of-electricity instances and/or deferred usage by  

prepaid electricity meter customers

ECS serves as an unconventional electricity distribution channel especially for late hours and  

remote areas where accessing electricity tokens could be a challenge due to poor  

distribution/infrastructure

Increased revenue by converting the opportunity loss into electricity loans, i.e. additional  

revenues from increased token purchases and the service fees levied

Drive electricity usage by enabling additional purchase that may have been lost due to lack of  

funds by the home users
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ECS: Solution Benefits (Customer)
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CONVENIENCE

EMERGENCY

EFFICIENTAND  

ALWAYS ON

AFFORDABLE  

SERVICE  

CHARGE

ECS  

ENHANCEMENTS

Use of enhancements such as ECS Notification Service, ECS optimization advice and ECS  

electricity monitoring may drive additional revenues and provide additional benefits to the  

customers.

ECS service provides affordable Service Fee charges on the prepaid electricity loan service

ECS Solution, as a new unconventional prepaid electricity distribution channel, provides a

more effective way to access prepaid electricity during times when other distribution channels  

are failing or unavailable.

ECS solution, as a new unconventional prepaid electricity distribution channel, also provides an  

effective way to get access to prepaid electricity during emergency situations

ECS solution, as a new unconventional prepaid electricity distribution channel, provides a  

convenient way to access prepaid electricity for users in various situation
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ECS: Electricity Loan Use Case

*100#

Welcome to  

ECS. Chose  

an option:

1. Buy power

2. Get a loan

Cancel Send

Enter Meter  

Number:

Cancel Send

Chose  

Amount:

1. 5 USD

2. 10 USD

3. 20 USD

4. History

Cancel Send

Electricity Token  

5555-2222-1111-

6767-8989

Meter: 1234567  

Name: John  

Michael  

Amount: 20USD  

200 KWh

Service Fee: 2USD

Ok

You have chosen  

to borrow 20 USD  

of Electricity on  

your meter  

1234567 with  

names John  

Michael. A service  

fee of 2 USD will  

be charged.

1. Accept

2. Reject

Cancel Send

Thank you for  

confirming  

your  

electricity  

loan. You will  

receive your  

token shortly

Ok

ECS  
SMS

ECS  
USSD

1

2
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Reporting

Main transaction daily reports

Interface reports (IVR, SMS, USSD, Mobile App, Internet, etc. …)

Suscription reports

Charging and revenues reporting

"We are flexible in our reporting requirements, more  

customized reports can be provided as per LEC‘s request"

365

Daily

12

Monthly

4

Quarterly

2015

Yearly

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Reports contents

Subscription reporting Daily usage report

✓ ✓ ✓

Charging Reports

✓
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ECS: DisCo Responsibilities

▪ Provide the required prepaid electricity token billing infrastructure, initial KYC  

information and the target customers.

▪ Support the credit rating of prospective borrowers by providing access to  

customer’s prepaid electricity usage or token purchase behavior; this will be  

used to create the borrower’s credit profile(s)

▪ Hosting of the ECS solution for fast and secure integration.
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ECS: TCS’s Responsibilities

▪ Provide and maintain the ECS platform, as well as offer operational support.

▪ Contractual agreements with MNOs for the provision of the Mobile Money  

payment infrastructure, initial KYC information and the target customers.

▪ Create the customer/borrower credit profiles based on the customer’s prepaid  

electricity usage and token purchase behavior, and initial KYC information  

shared by the DisCo & MNO.

▪ Fund the business by purchasing upfront the electricity stock.

▪ Accurate and timely reporting of ECS to all stakeholders.
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Integration Requirements

▪ Cluster Server Hosting

▪ Token Vending API

▪ Remote VPN access for support and monitoring

▪ Loan Account functionality
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Reconciliation Requirements

▪ Initial Electricity Stock Purchase

▪ Weekly reconciliation (every Monday for the previous week)

▪ Weekly stock recycling based on the previous week recovery.

▪ Monthly invoicing for the service fee amount recovered.
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THANK YOU
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